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Abstract: In this chapter, we examine how music/teacher education is represented on 
the websites of four Norwegian institutions that offer diverse kinds of music/teacher 
education at the BA, MA, and PhD levels and that offer qualifications for all types of 
music teaching professions in Norway. These four cases serve as examples of the main 
traditions of music/teacher educations in the Nordic area, with distinctive differences 
in their notions of music, pedagogy, professional orientation, and research. The anal-
ysis is theoretically grounded in Foucault’s concepts of power/knowledge and govern-
mentality. The findings suggest, on the one hand, considerable variations among the 
institutions and, on the other hand, similarities in how the representations operate 
in a range of steering techniques in the ways that these education programs, orienta-
tions, groups, and individuals are portrayed. The concluding discussion questions the 
power/knowledge constructions that provide authority to the dominating discourses, 
critically pointing to some effects that diverse representations might have for posi-
tions, ambitions, and individuals. Getting the diverse communities of music/teacher 
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educations to communicate seems imperative to evolve more reflexive, conscious, and 
participative music/teacher education programs in the 21st century. 

Keywords: music teacher education, higher music education, website analyses, 
governmentality, power/knowledge 

Music/teacher education in Norway is located in both higher music edu-
cation (e.g., music academies) and in teacher education (at universities and 
colleges) institutions. These institutions are built on numerous traditions, 
foregrounding variations of music and modes of music education, teacher 
education and pedagogy, or the traditions combining these. The relation 
between music/teacher education and diverse music teacher professions 
in Nordic countries was previously identified to follow specific paths: 
universities educated teachers for upper secondary school, music conser-
vatories educated teachers for music schools, and teacher education pro-
grams educated teachers for compulsory school (Nielsen, 2001). Because 
of extensive merging and collaboration in vocational fields and in the 
field of higher education, these paths are no longer as distinct (Aglen & 
Karlsen, 2017; Eidsvaag & Angelo, 2021; Holgersen & Holst, 2020;  Nielsen, 
2010). Today, musicians, teachers, and music teachers might combine a 
range of vocational tasks at the intersection of performing and teach-
ing, correspondingly music teacher qualifications can be earned through 
many routes. A considerable body of discourse-oriented research has 
examined these fields, focusing on music teachers’ practices and negoti-
ations of professional identity and expertise (Ericsson & Lindgren, 2011; 
Jordhus-Lier, 2018; Krüger, 2000; Nerland, 2003; Mills, 2004). Interna-
tionally, there is a growing interest in evolving music teacher education 
programs to responsibly and inclusively embrace cultural, contextual, 
and local diversity (Benedict & Schmidt, 2014; Bowman, 2007; Kaschub 
& Smith, 2014). While the diverse music education practices in schools 
and society merge in the vocational field, this merging has not necessarily 
influenced the different music teacher programs. For example, although 
generalist music teacher education seems to train teachers to be compe-
tent in classroom management and group activities as singing and danc-
ing, specialist music teacher education leads to practices of nurturing 
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individual skills in instruments, composing, and listening (Sætre, 2014, 
2018). Music teaching seems to a great extent to be personally conducted, 
dependent on the individual teacher and his/her competence, confidence, 
and background (Dobrowen, 2020; Georgii-Hemming & Westwall, 2010; 
Kaschub & Smith, 2014). Music is also observed to be a threatened subject 
and area of practical and specialized knowledge area in teacher educa-
tion, suppressed by less economically demanding arts subjects (Lindgren 
& Ericsson, 2011; Nielsen, 2010). So far, little research has been conducted 
on the institution’s websites and their role in gearing knowledge develop-
ment in the specific directions in this field. This chapter is a contribution 
in that regard.

Websites are a main way of recruiting new students and of reflecting 
and constructing institutional visions, values, achievements, and learning 
opportunities for the public and for the internal audience. Studies of the 
websites of educational institutions have been conducted within several 
fields (Callahan, 2005; Campbell-Price, 2017; Leathwood & Read, 2009; 
Zhang & O’Halloran, 2013). Studies of university prospectuses suggest an 
increased shift from how universities earlier communicated their identity 
as academic communities of scholars and learners toward increased mar-
ketization and the use of corporate branding language (Askehave, 2007; 
Fairclough, 1993; Hoang & Rojas-Lizana, 2015; Lažetić, 2019; Saichaie, 
2011). Differences in university websites have also been identified as the 
consequences of national and institutional cultures (Callahan, 2005). Our 
approach to the examination of music/teacher education websites focuses 
on the negotiations of power/knowledge relations and the steering tech-
niques that these include. Following Foucault’s thinking on “authorship”, 
we consider the authors of the websites as discursive entities who are 
“speaking” on behalf of the dominating discourses in each institution 
(Bayne, 2006; Foucault, 1977). 

The background for this chapter is the research network MiU (Musikk-
pedagogikk i utvikling/Music Pedagogy in Development), established in 
2018 through a collaboration among the four institutions that this chapter 
focuses on. Today, the MiU network consists of four institutions, five depart-
ments, and around 60 researchers employed at institutions that (intention-
ally or unintentionally) educate music teachers for schools, kindergartens, 
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societies, communities, and higher education (Angelo, 2020, F1). These 
institutions and departments are built on different and even contradictory 
traditions but have in common that they qualify music teachers/musicians 
that also teach many of the same music teacher positions in the merged 
fields of practice. Discussions among researchers at the various seminars 
and workshops offered by the MiU network from 2018 to 2020 have led to 
several questions about what courses the different institutions offered, the 
titles of those courses and education programs, employees’ titles, and the 
main aims for each education program. Institutionalized habits and norms 
were identified and questioned. For example, discussions arose about the 
variety of terms used for subjects, disciplines, professional titles, and prac-
tices – even though the content was more or less the same; also, the titles 
of professional positions and subjects were similar but reflected dissimilar 
content and practices. Those discussions and observations led us to the 
idea of thematizing the institutionalized differences and addressing the 
following research question: How is music/teacher education represented 
and conducted through the websites of four different institutions? The 
slash sign in “music/teacher education” is employed to mark that not all of 
these institutions have music teacher education as their primary target. For 
example, two of the institutions are first and foremost teacher educations, 
with explicit mandates to educate teachers for kindergartens or school, in 
diverse kinds of subjects and knowledge areas. Another institution in the 
study is primarily oriented toward educating musicians and musicologists, 
with pedagogical education as only one of several choices for the students. 
Still, all these institutions educate teachers, and who are qualified to teach 
music, or educate musicians/musicologists, and who are also qualified to 
teach – in schools, kindergartens and a merged practice field. An inten-
tion of the current study is not to identify any “right” or “wrong” music 
teacher education but to scrutinize the diverse representations of music 
pedagogical qualification that are expressed on the four chosen institu-
tions’ websites. We mirror them in each other and suggest correctives and 
discussions that might provide reflexive and conscious approaches toward 
qualifying music/teachers in the twenty-first century. Before we present 
the research design and the four cases and discuss our findings, we first 
outline our theoretical premises. 
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Theoretical Premises
Theoretically, this chapter uses a discourse-oriented approach, where the 
term “discourse” is drawn from social sciences and cultural studies. Lean-
ing first and foremost on Foucault’s theories, discourse is employed as a 
concept connected with power and conducting for institutionalized ways 
of reasoning and acting. More specifically, the theoretical premises for this 
chapter are built on Foucault’s (1998/1980) thoughts on power/knowledge 
and forms of steering and steering technologies, developed in his later 
writings and progressing from his earlier works on unfolding how historic- 
specific processes led to certain perceptions, articulations, and procedures 
in specific fields of knowledge (e.g., Foucault, 1966/1989, 1988, 1995/1975, 
2003/1963). In particular, the chapter builds on the term “governmentality”, 
which concerns the nature of power and the steering techniques that power 
operates in modern society (Dean, 2006; Foucault, 1991; Rose, 1996). Even 
though the term “power” rarely appears in study plans and strategy docu-
ments, this approach enables us to consider how power operates in the offi-
cial representations of these education programs. Foucault sees power as 
productive rather than repressive and as mediated through all participants 
in a community rather than as a force directed from the top of the hierarchy. 
In fields of power/knowledge, for example, in the field of music pedagogy, 
certain perceptions, articulations, and terms are at stake. Related to this 
chapter, for example, are the ways to posit music as a subject, how music 
teacher qualifications are earned, and what they consist of, as well as ways 
to consider individuals as students, educators, and student applicants in 
relation to the education programs. In an analysis of governmentality, one 
main aim is to unfold how knowledge and power connect in specific ways 
and to determine which steering rationalities are included (Dean, 2006, 
p. 15). Through, for example, disciplinary power, pastoral power or biopo-
litical power, or through steering rationality as liberalism and risk conduct, 
individuals and groups can be seen to incorporate self-conduct and self- 
monitoring to integrate well into a given power/knowledge community, 
or to “identitate” (Schei, 2007) specific self-understandings. “Discipline”, 
in Foucauldian terms, is a mechanism of power that regulates the behav-
iors of individuals in a social society, while “pastoral” power encompasses 
these mechanisms toward some kind of “salvation” (Christianity), and 
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“biopolitical” power also concerns an individual’s biological and social 
body, including illness, health, life, and death. Thus, the institutions that 
serve as Cases 1–4 in the current study can be seen to fuel power through 
their website portrayals of individuals, learning activities, and knowledge 
development and to posit certain visions, ideals, and expertise as normal 
and rewarding. 

According to Foucault, education is one of the strongest mechanisms in 
society because of its “claims for truth”. Given that, not only is knowledge 
power but the paths toward knowledge are also paved with power. With 
governmentality as our theoretical lens, we aim to examine how power 
displays in subtle mechanisms that merge outer, direct, and visible steer-
ing with inner steering, such as self-discipline, ownership, and autonomy 
(Dean, 2006). The individual’s participation in any power/knowledge 
community is authorized through incorporating specific perceptions, 
aims, and ways of using language; then, power operates to facilitate and 
stimulate certain actions and ways of thinking. In Rose’s (1996) theories 
about governmentality and advanced liberal conduct, power operates 
with reference to the individuals as “free subjects” with the capability, 
responsibility, and agency to make wise choices on their own. Molding 
and regulating individuals and groups through representations of music/
teacher education can thus be viewed as ways of orchestrating the com-
munities toward specific positionings and actions.

Methodology
In this methodological part of the chapter, we describe our data material, 
our analytical approach and ethical considerations, and the four music/
teacher education institutions which this study concerns (Cases 1–4).

The data material consists of screenshots (June 2020) of the official 
websites, including hyperlinks to course descriptions and descriptions 
of mission and vision, and subgroups and employees at the institutions 
investigated: (Case 1) Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
(NTNU), Department of Music; (Case 2) Queen Maud University College 
(DMMH); (Case 3) Nord University; and (Case 4) NTNU, Department of 
Teacher Education. All of these web pages are stored as PDFs using the 
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Fireshot software and can be found in the OSF repository.1 The web pages 
are arranged by institution and number and will be referred to in the 
text as, for example, “C1, F1”—meaning: Case 1, Fireshot 1. Some websites 
exist only in Norwegian, so the translation to English used in the analysis 
section is done by the authors. Geographically, these four institutions are 
close (< 80 km; all located in the mid-Norwegian county Trøndelag), but 
the traditions and profiles of these institutions are different. Together, 
they qualify music teachers for kindergartens, schools, music and art 
schools, and universities. They all offer music/teacher education at the 
BA, MA, and PhD levels (alone or in collaboration with others) through 
the study programs of music performance, music technology, and musi-
cology (along with one-year practical pedagogical education), vocational 
music teacher education, early childhood teacher education, general 
music teacher education for compulsory school, and specialized music 
teacher education.

The analytical work with this material follows a path framed by  
Jackson and Mazzei (2012) as a theory-driven approach to qualitative 
research. From this, the analytical process is more focused on identifi-
cations of steering techniques and knowledge/power relations based on 
a Foucauldian reading and less focused on following specific analytical 
steps. This theoretical approach also follows a considerable path of dis-
course theoretical studies within Nordic research in music education 
from 2000 onwards (Angelo et al., 2019; Jordhus-Lier, 2018; Krüger 2000; 
Lindgren & Ericsson, 2011; Nerland, 2003; Nielsen & Karlsen, 2020; Rolle 
et al., 2017). In this chapter, the term “discourse” is drawn from the field 
of social sciences and cultural studies and labels the whole set of terms, 
issues, and formulations embedded in a given cultural field. Steaming from 
Foucault’s theories and development of the term discourse (from 1960), 
we employ discourse as a social theoretical term connected to power and 
reflecting on how power in society materializes in institutionalized ways 
of reasoning and acting. From this approach, researchers might iden-
tify certain discourses as, for example, dominating (commonly accepted 
ways to view and speak about certain matters), hegemonic (supreme, 

1 https://osf.io/zdp7u/. Choose + on the option “data”, and the PDFs turn up.
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interconnected with an ideology that justifies a society’s acceptance of 
truths and normality), or antagonistic (opposing the given truths and 
normality, struggling among themselves to gain hegemonic positions). 
In the huge variations of how discourse-oriented research is connected, 
Angermüller (2015) suggests distinguishing between discourse-analytical 
paths, which follow exact methodological procedures, and discourse the-
oretical paths, which read the data from theoretical views without fol-
lowing particular steps and procedures. The current study follows the 
discourse theoretical path. 

The ethical considerations in the present study concern the ways that we 
present our institutions and colleagues and how we engage in the analyti-
cal process concerning “our own” institutions’ websites. Website/document 
studies have advantages regarding openness, availability, stability (in PDF), 
lack of obtrusiveness, and reactivity (Bowen, 2009). Still, the analysis and 
interpretations of these websites can lead to different connections, patterns, 
and conclusions. Even though an insider perspective can be beneficial to 
pinpoint and more deeply explain the historical development and effects 
of identified steering mechanisms, we have thoroughly engaged in reading 
each other’s websites and questioned and rechecked in-progress analyses. 
The analysis has been conducted as a “bottom-up” approach, beginning 
with the body of website information. Ongoing discussions in our institu-
tions – that are not represented on these websites – on the potential effects 
and causes have not been included in the analysis. With a social construc-
tive approach, our aim is still not to present any one and only “truth”, but 
to provide transparent and respectful interpretations and discussions with 
transient references to specific websites (as PDF files in the OSF repository) 
and previous research. The study is conducted in line with the Norwegian 
Guidelines for Research Ethics in the Social Sciences, Humanities, Law 
and Theology (NESH, 2016) and the guidelines and requirements from 
the Norwegian Data Protection Services (NSD). Internet research is the-
matized in both these guidelines, but still, there exist several gray zones. 
Direct consultation with the NSD gave us clear directions in storing and 
treating the websites from research ethical perspectives. One main conse-
quence of these consultations is that all individual names and photographs 
on the websites are blurred in the OSF repository. 
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The specific questions that frame our analyses are the following: 
(1)  What dominating discourses mark the representation of music/
teacher education on the institutions’ websites? (2) How are teachers and 
students positioned within the area of music education on these websites? 
(3) Which steering techniques can be identified to conduct educators and 
students through these representations? Before we discuss the findings, 
we briefly present our four institutions. 

The Four Cases
Case I. NTNU, Department of Music (IMU)
The Department of Music (IMU) has 450 students and 100 employees. 
IMU has developed over the past 40 years from a teacher training college 
(later: NTNU, Department of Musicology) and an independent conser-
vatory, being firmly anchored in a teaching program, to a professional 
education program integrated with NTNU that also meets the academic 
conceptions of knowledge, practices, and qualifications. Upon integra-
tion, the department’s only pedagogical position disappeared because 
ILU (Case 4) took over responsibility for pedagogy. 

IMU offers studies within four programs: music performance studies 
(including practical pedagogical education), musicology, music technol-
ogy, and dance studies (C1, F1). These programs all define their social mis-
sion by giving descriptions of job opportunities after study completion 
(C1, F5). The term “music pedagogue” does not appear among these social 
missions although the contents have significant pedagogical elements 
related to the job market and aim to qualify students for music teacher 
positions in compulsory schools and music schools. Music pedagogy is 
not mentioned in the titles of courses, with the exception of Instrumen-
tal Didactics,2 which is an add-on course that performance students can 
choose. IMU has no MA program in music education, but several of the 

2 The term “didactic” as used in Scandinavian education context relies to the German term 
“Didaktik”, which has a very different meaning than the English term “didactics” and can be 
explained as the science of teaching. Please see the introduction chapter in this book for a more 
thorough elaboration.
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MA theses in musicology (C1, F11) and a few of the MA theses in music 
performance (artistic/scientific interpretation) are characterized by their 
pedagogical focus. 

Even if the department staff participate in artistic and creative activ-
ities in national and international contexts, their titles only reflect their 
level in the academic hierarchy, such as professor, senior researcher, or 
assistant professor (C1, F2). There is one exception: there is an associate 
professor of music didactics (C1, F8) (author 4). 

Case II. Queen Maud University College (DMMH)
Queen Maud University College (DMMH) is a private college with the social 
mandate to educate early childhood education teachers; there are approx-
imately 1,400 students and 150 employees. In 2013, “Preschool Teacher” 
was renamed “Early Childhood Teacher Education”. This marked a shift 
in the view of children as “becomings” to children as “beings”. Today’s 
framework of Norwegian kindergarten (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2018, 
pp. 11–21) emphasizes the kindergarten as a cultural arena and one for 
children’s participation and democracy, including children’s play, wonder, 
and exploring. However, at the same time, several significant alterations 
appeared in early childhood teacher education. One was that the aspects 
of art and children’s culture were diminished in the field of education, 
replaced with more focus on learning (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2012). 
In all course plans pursued by the new framework, clear requirements are 
set for measurable learning outcomes. Another significant change was 
that education became centered around interdisciplinary subjects instead 
of specific disciplines and subjects, and general pedagogy was included 
among the interdisciplinary subjects.3 The reason for this was expressed 
in the curriculum framework: to target the education toward the teaching 
profession (Kunnskapsdepartementet, 2018, 2012). This led to that devel-
opment that even though the title of the educational program and the 
profession turned away from the term “school”, schooling, learning, and 
pedagogy were emphasized more.

3 Course plans, DMMH: https://studier.dmmh.no/nb/studieplaner
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DMMH offers a BA (180 credit points [cp]) through four different pro-
grams with their own profiles and also four MA programs (120 cp) in the 
following areas: (1) a general program of early childhood teacher educa-
tion; (2) a program focusing on music, drama, and the visual arts; (3) a 
program focusing on nature and the outdoor environment; and (4) a pro-
gram focusing on multiculturalism in early childhood teacher education 
(ECTE) (C2, F1). One of the master’s programs includes the module Chil-
dren’s Culture and Art Pedagogy. Music is not a separate subject in the 
general model for ECTE but is included as one of several subjects in the 
module Art, Culture, and Creativity (ACC), which positions arts subjects 
and artistic activity as one of several paths in ECTE. This module is man-
datory for all four BA programs but is differently emphasized depend-
ing on the BA program. All education programs target early childhood 
teachers as independent of the educator’s subject-specific background. 

The music department at DMMH holds six academic positions (C2, F2). 
Five of these (one associate professor and four assistant professors) all have 
“music” included in their professional work title. The one top-level posi-
tion in this department, the professor (docent) (author 3), gained the pro-
fessional title of music pedagogy by applying advancement. All employees 
in the music department have their master’s degree from NTNU, Institute 
of Music (Case 1) (C1, F11). All employees therefore applied for their jobs at 
DMMH expecting to adapt the music content for the ECTE students and, 
through them, for the kindergartens (Jobbnorge, 2014, 2018). 

Case III. Nord University, Faculty of Education  
and Arts, Campus Levanger4 (NORD)
Within Nord University, all artistic subjects are located within the Fac-
ulty of Education and Arts (C3, F1). The faculty has approximately 3,500 
students and includes a division for Arts and Culture that offers studies 
in music, drama and in arts and crafts. The division’s music department 

4 Until recently, Levanger was an independent university (HiNT) and was merged with other uni-
versities to form Nord University in 2016. However, the structure of music teacher education 
continued, so even today, there is still an independent music teacher education, which can be 
examined as an individual case in the present study. (Within Nord University, however, the sub-
ject of music is also part of other teacher education programs on the Nesna and Bodø campuses.)
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at Campus Levanger has seven full and five associate professors and nine 
lecturers and assistant professors (C3, F3a,b). The music department has 
no individual website, and the university’s website only provides a sub-
page for the research group Music-Related Learning Processes, which 
comprises 10 members of the music department (C3, F2). The music 
department offers three study programs: (1) music teacher training (BA, 
180 cp); (2) music teacher in music schools (kulturskole) (BA, 180 cp); and 
(3) an MA in music and ensemble direction (120 cp). Furthermore, there 
is the possibility of undertaking a doctorate in the field of music educa-
tion (PhD program, Study of Professional Praxis).

None of Nord’s course titles mentions musikkpedagogikk (music ped-
agogy) or similar terms (e.g., musikkdidaktikk/music didactics). How-
ever, musikkpedagogikk (music pedagogy) is part of the content of several 
bachelor’s courses. First and foremost, it is an explicit and main element 
of the “teaching profession” modules (45 cp in total; these modules com-
bine various educational contents and subjects). Outside these modules, 
when musikkpedagogikk (music pedagogy) is mentioned, there is often 
a strong focus on methodological aspects (e.g., warm-up techniques for 
choir singers) or a more implicit understanding (e.g., through mention-
ing a target group, like primary school children, for whom a piece of 
music should be composed) (C3, F7). In line with these observations, the 
term “pedagogy” is mostly used without the prefix “music,” mainly when 
general pedagogical content is addressed (allmenpedagogikk/general 
educational science). When the term “music” is combined with educa-
tional content, the term “didactics” is mostly used (i.e., musikkdidaktikk). 
Within the curriculum of the MA program, the term musikkpedagogikk 
(music pedagogy or similar terms) is not used at all. However, there is the 
possibility of realizing projects and artistic work in pedagogical contexts 
(kindergarten, primary school, etc.). Also, an MA thesis can have a ped-
agogical focus (C3, F8). 

At Nord University, the employee register shows only the positions 
(professors, lecturers, etc.) at the register’s top level (C3, F3a,b). Music 
as a subject is not explicitly mentioned as part of the descriptions but 
is assigned to a person within a subcategory (“employee’s skills”, i.e., 
the content indicated by “music” is attributed as a “skill” to any person 
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working with music in any way). Scientific/artistic disciplines/domains 
(e.g., music education, musicology, violin, conducting, etc.) are not men-
tioned. Within the Department of Music, there are two employees with a 
PhD in (music) education (and four doctoral students working on a PhD 
in music education). The other employees (i.e., the vast majority) have an 
artistic professional background and subsequently teach mainly artistic 
courses (C3, F3a,b).5 

Case IV. NTNU, Department of Teacher  
Education (ILU)
The Department of Teacher Education (ILU) at NTNU is presented on the 
website as Norway’s largest academic environment within teacher educa-
tion and educational research, with around 360 employees and 4,000 stu-
dents (C4, F4). The overall focus is to educate general and subject-specific 
teachers in all school subjects for grades 1–13, as well as to educate school 
leaders. All course descriptions at ILU are clearly targeted at the profes-
sion of teaching. ILU offers education at the BA, MA, and PhD levels and 
a one-year add-on teacher program. The artistic and pedagogical devel-
opment work and research at ILU is also geared toward schools, class-
rooms, and workplaces. This focus on the teaching profession strongly 
influences all sections at ILU, including the Arts, Physical Education, and 
Sports section, which comprises 38 professional positions, out of which 13 
are within the subsection Music, Dance, and Drama, and seven positions 
are in music or music education (C4, F3). 

The music department does not have its own website: it is part of the 
interwoven Arts, Physical Education, and Sports section and focuses on 
bodily, sensory, and aesthetic approaches to teaching and learning (C4, 
F2). Within the 10 bullet points presenting “research in, about or through 
the arts and artistic development”, the word “music“ is displayed in one, 
while the other nine more generally describe research on teaching peda-
gogies, arts education, aesthetic learning, art in public spaces, and so on. 

5 Timeedit, which is open to search for the individual staff ’s teaching tasks: https://cloud.timeedit.
net/nord/web/open/ri161XQQ7w0Zu0Qv5605YgZ6ynY.html

https://cloud.timeedit.net/nord/web/open/ri161XQQ7w0Zu0Qv5605YgZ6ynY.html
https://cloud.timeedit.net/nord/web/open/ri161XQQ7w0Zu0Qv5605YgZ6ynY.html
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Several of the course descriptions within music reflect that music is part 
of the interdisciplinary subject of “arts education” (e.g., the two-year MA 
program in arts education). Following this, subject-specific words such as 
“music”, “musician”, and “musical” are replaced with more general and, 
hence, not discipline-specific terms such as “the arts”, “artist”, and “artis-
tic”. The lexical term “music pedagogy” exists in one study plan at ILU as 
a research and development (R&D) subject in the five-year teacher educa-
tion for the compulsory school (MGLU) with MA in music. 

The employee register at ILU shows both position and subject (C4, F3). 
The music group has one “professor in music education”, one “assistant 
professor in music didactics”, four “assistant professors in music”, and 
four “associate professors in music”. Two of these associate professors 
have a PhD in music education (C4, F3). The whole context of ILU’s web-
site (C4, F1) reflects that all employees are, first and foremost, teacher 
educators, even though that is not specified in the employees’ professional 
titles. By clicking those employed in music and on their publication lists, 
it can be seen that two of the associate professors have music performance 
as a central R&D area, while the other five have either scholarly music 
education research or a mix of music performance/music education 
research as their core R&D work.

Dominating Discourses that Form  
the Representation
Across the presented institutions, we identified four discourses that oper-
ate power/knowledge relations in the representations of music/teacher 
education through embedded steering techniques. The first three include 
an antagonistic division between two confronting chains of equivalence, 
which both through present and absent elements demand hegemony: 
(i) two antagonistic profession discourses, (ii) two antagonistic discourses 
on the subject of music (iii) two antagonistic discourses on R&D, and (iv) a 
discourse of marketization. The following text elaborates on the identifi-
cation of these discourses, examines how they seem constructed and how 
power operates through them in positioning individuals, groups, aims and 
articulations of knowledge. In the conclusionary remarks, we scrutinize the 
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authorities through which these discourses are mediated and critically out-
line some effects that these might have on future music/teacher educations. 

Profession Discourses: Music or Pedagogy?
The profession discourse is marked by two antagonistic discourses: one 
fore fronting music and musicians/artists and the other foregrounding 
pedagogy and pedagogues/teachers. Cases 1–4 position quite differently 
on an axis between these representations, with Case 1 (IMU) being the 
most marked on the first (music); Cases 2 (DMMH) and (partly) 4 (ILU) 
the most marked on the latter (pedagogy, teacher education); and Case 3 
(Nord) somewhere in the middle.

Music-Oriented Representation 
On their opening web page and in the descriptions of the institution, 
courses, groups, and individuals, IMU (Case 1) claims to educate excel-
lent and groundbreaking musicians. For example, a video portrayal of 
one of IMU’s performance educators presents herself as a person who has 
“always played music” and posits music as being “about performing and 
communication” (C1, F3). Governance can be seen as operating power by 
“recognizing individuals’ capacities for freedom and agency and directing 
this energy in specific ways” (Rose, 1996). IMU’s portrayals can be seen 
as a means to identify the external and internal aims and background of 
individuals and gear their efforts toward integrating themselves well into 
IMU’s community and the institution’s discursive terms. This means, 
for example, spending much time practicing an instrument, aiming for 
personal expressions, and describing their knowledge development with 
words from the music performing world. Authority is then claimed for 
perceptions of music education directed at music performance. To oper-
ate self-understandings as musicians and performers displays as a pre-
vailing condition in this education program, conducting self-discipline 
and effort to certain actions.

Music teacher education and music pedagogy are never mentioned in 
any of IMU’s 165 course titles (except in the 30 cp course Instrumental-
didaktikk). Neither is it apparent that all employees here spend 40–60% 
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of their time teaching. The words musikkpedagogikk and “music teacher 
education” are absent from all course descriptions. Still, IMU’s website 
calls attention to how at least 80% of the students will become employed 
as music teachers (C1, F4), and that educating music teachers is a crucial 
part of this institutions social mandate. For example, the vision and mis-
sion page about the music performance program states that “music per-
formance education at NTNU Department of Music shall educate highly 
qualified performing musicians and music teachers” (C1, F6), and the 
musicology program is described as follows: “Educating adjuncts and lec-
turers for the educational system was and is the most clearly defined social 
mission for the educational program of musicology” (C1, F7). Several of 
the courses at IMU are directed at leading others in musical activities 
(ensemble leadership, accompaniment, cantor practice, laptop instruc-
tion, performance) (C1, F1). Through transient omission of the employees’ 
teaching practice and words of pedagogy/didactic/teaching and learning 
in course titles, the websites might be seen to route the IMU environment 
towards emphasizing musical artistry, creative and performing courses, 
and research. Viewed in totality, there is a discrepancy between the for-
malized social message about job opportunities, on the one hand, and the 
factual contents of course plans and teacher status, on the other hand. 
The responsibility for pedagogical education and introduction into educa-
tional research seems clearly ascribed to ILU (C1, F1).

IMU’s discursive praxis suggests that music education itself qualifies 
music teachers, without referring to either pedagogy or teacher education. 
This claims the authority to view and articulate musical knowledge as 
implicitly also referring to teaching expertise. In a governmentality anal-
ysis, power does not originate from a centrum but is a productive force 
that circulates among individuals and groups in all parts of a hierarchy. 
Through the websites, course plans, and presentations, power is exercised 
through directing individuals and groups to follow a music performance 
path and considering this to implicitly contain music teaching expertise. 

Teacher/Pedagogy-Oriented Representation
The two institutions clearly positioned on the teacher/pedagogy part 
of the music pedagogy axis are DMMH (Case 2) and ILU (Case 4). 
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The websites of both institutions posit music as one of several subjects 
that play a subordinate role in qualifying teachers. For example, the fol-
lowing statement appears on ILU’s website: “We educate teachers within 
a wide range of school and vocational subjects for grades 1 through 13. … 
Our practice- and profession-oriented programs provide a solid founda-
tion for future careers and life-long learning” (C4, F5). Music is just one 
of several subjects and is subordinated to the professional subject of peda-
gogy for earning a teaching qualification. Arts subjects on DMMH’s web-
site are positioned more as decorations in the form of photos of students 
doing music and art than as autonomous areas of knowledge and exper-
tise. The primary subject at DMMH seems to be early childhood peda-
gogy. The term “music” is expressed and communicated as an expert field 
only in announcements of new positions (e.g., Jobbnorge, 2014, 2018). It 
is taken for granted that early childhood pedagogy is a lens for teaching 
and understanding the qualities of music in education when explaining 
the child’s holistic development and cultural expression. Additionally, all 
music lecturers at DMMH have received their MA in music education 
from IMU (C1, F11), the institution that most clearly downplays pedagogy 
and teacher education. Following this, music lecturers at DMMH meet 
institutional expectations to “use” music as a tool for learning outcomes, 
such as social competence, language and communication development, 
cultural education, and aesthetic experience, without any educational 
background represented to cover such topics. 

In both institutions (Cases 2 and 4), power is encompassed to view 
the subject of music as one of several subordinated fields of knowledge 
that future teachers gain from. In the same way as in the music-oriented 
representation of music pedagogy, these representations incorporate a 
claim for knowledge with embedded power relations, but the other way 
around. Here, pedagogy and teacher orientation mark the territory and 
work toward self-technologies that lead toward becoming a teacher and—
through this—mean something for the child, the school, and society. 
These self-technologies are operated into the positioning of students and 
educators. 

A common position that unites the communities at ILU and DMMH is 
their way of representing future teachers as responsible and autonomous 
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individuals with ambitions to be saviors. For example, ILU’s website 
states, “As a teacher at a primary school, you are more than a person with 
a responsibility for the subject content. You are a key person in the child’s 
life” (C4, F5). This quote positions the student and future teacher as an 
important person with a responsibility for understanding and taking 
care of the new generation. “A key person” in a child’s life bears a main 
responsibility and authority to govern society and humans in the future. 
ILU’s website can be seen as operating a pastoral form of power through 
portraying teachers as someone who can both lead children toward 
important knowledge and care for children’s growth as members of a 
society. This power is even more clearly observed on DMMH’s website, 
which opens with the following: “Are you adult enough to work with chil-
dren? Choose early childhood teacher education at DMMH. Then you 
will obtain the skills that you need for the new jobs that exist. Do what’s 
best for children” (C2, F3). On DMMH’s website, we identified an embed-
ded encouragement to “save” the children and an included presupposition 
that this role needs to be qualified. In positing that children’s welfare is 
at stake, this representation operates both pastoral and biopolitical forms 
of power, including both the bodies and minds of the new generation. 
These self-steering mechanisms are further emphasized through a range 
of testimonials from teachers and students on DMMH’s website, which 
all forefront DMMH as a provider of education where both students and 
teachers make a difference. Through DMMH’s education program, the 
students gain professional identity and pride – to become child caretak-
ers, or maybe even “child saviors” and thereby “societal saviors”, even 
though what the children need to be saved from is never articulated. 

So far, we have identified representations of music/teacher education 
as, more or less, without music and, more or less, without pedagogy. 
Nord University’s position is somewhere in between, with an equal 
emphasis on music and pedagogy, operating power mechanisms and 
presenting claims for knowledge that include both positions. On Nord 
University’s website, pedagogy is often the context referred to without 
determining precisely the relationship of a course’s content to this con-
text, what exactly pedagogical thinking means, or what the content 
means for the pedagogical thinking. A musicology course description 
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illustrates this: “The student can apply knowledge of music history in 
his didactical practice” (C3, F4).

When turning to the professional titles of the employees at the four 
institutions, only ILU and DMMH label their employees according to 
both title and subject, for example, as “associate professor of music”. 
IMU and Nord, on the other hand, only offer the employees an aca-
demic title (professor, associate professor, etc.) without any reference 
to the subject. This posits the academic hierarchy as the dominating 
subject and operates power that claims climbing the academic career 
ladder as superior to subject-specific expertise. The academization dis-
course will be elaborated on later in this chapter, but this labeling of the 
professional community also concerns targeting professions. Through 
a praxis that molds academic aspirations as crucial, the academic posi-
tioning of music teacher educators operates power contributing to a 
public presentation of music pedagogy. Both students and educators are 
provided with tools and opportunities through their education to act 
on this, which entails effort to influence individuals and groups to fol-
low desired directions. 

In sum, we find two antagonistic discourses that operate power through 
recognizing and targeting the capacities and agencies of individuals and 
groups to posit music/teacher education as falling primarily within either 
music or pedagogy. Music teachers (students and educators at these insti-
tutions) are offered roles as “child saviors”, “music experts”, “perform-
ers”, and “community-builders” and are provided with the language, 
tools, and choices needed to fuel their professional development toward 
this. These two discourses exclude each other and make it challenging 
to involve understandings that merge them. A main topic in the field of 
music education research is which ideals govern; those of music or those 
of the individual and the society (Bowman, 2007; Ericsson & Lindgren, 
2011; Georgii-Hemming & Westwall, 2010; Sætre, 2018). While general 
teacher educations emphasize social skills and personal growth, fronting 
music as a means toward this, specialized music educations emphasize 
individual music skills and artistic expression, being less concerned with 
classroom management and music activities for inequal groups (Sætre, 
2018). Critical concerns here include observations that legitimacy for 
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arts education in teacher education is constructed through position-
ing students, teachers, and future pupils as in need of therapy. A lack 
of specialized knowledge and expertise in music is even seen as a qual-
ity mark for teacher competence and a pedagogical tool, in positioning 
the students and the teachers with equal, unskilled premises (Lindgren 
& Ericsson, 2011). Also, specialized music teachers rarely include collec-
tive music activities such as singing and dance in their music teaching in 
the compulsory school, instead focusing on individual skills, listening 
and composing (Sætre, 2018). Because of a continuously merging practice 
field and hybrid tasks for music teachers – future music teacher educa-
tion programs seem to need grounding in several approaches that can 
provide for a multitude of identity formations, role understandings, and 
epistemological standpoints. A challenge for future music teacher edu-
cations then seems to be to critically reflect on the diverse perspectives 
and steering techniques that these include and to provide a meeting place 
to articulate and critically reflect on the differences where students and 
educators develop tools to identify, discuss, and even change the hege-
mony and antagonistic representations of music teacher professionality 
as either concerning music or concerning humans.

Interdisciplinarity: Music and “the Arts” –  
Two Sides of the Same Coin?
The websites represent the subject of music in two different ways: (i.) as 
its own autonomous field of expertise (IMU and Nord) and (ii.) as part of 
an interdisciplinary field of “arts education” (DMMH and ILU). Within 
the more or less “pure” music-specific representations, the area, groups, 
and individuals are posited as individuals (IMU) or participants in a 
community, together with the educators, co-students, and related com-
munities (Nord). Within its interdisciplinary representation, music is 
presented as an area with desires for “aesthetical approaches to learn-
ing” and as an area where subjects such as music, visual arts and drama, 
and theater and dance are considered several sides of the same coin. The 
tendency to merge music with other arts subjects is also observed in 
Danish and Swedish music/teacher educational programs (Holgersen & 
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Holst, 2020; Lindgren & Ericsson, 2011; Nielsen, 2010). As a result of that 
music has disappeared as a compulsory subject in general teacher edu-
cations in several countries (2003 in Norway, in the 1980s in Denmark;  
Holgersen & Holst, 2020, p. 9), general teachers in schools have not nec-
essarily received any music teaching since they left compulsory school 
as teenagers, the number of music educators within general teacher edu-
cations is falling, and (the cost-demanding) subject of music is gener-
ally marginalized both in teacher educations and in schools. Although 
there are similarities between music and arts subjects such as dance, 
drama, and arts and crafts, there are also considerable differences. For 
example, regarding the emphasis on handicraft and overarching inten-
tion. Lindgren and Ericson (2011) find that although drama in Swedish  
teacher education aims to improve the students’ general sense of secu-
rity as a teacher, music aims for teacher security specific related to situ-
ations involving singing and playing based on concrete technical skills 
in music. 

The techniques of conduct are embedded in several ways in the inter-
disciplinary representations of music at the four institutions’ websites. 
For example, the music group at ILU is part of an interdisciplinary sec-
tion: “The Arts, Physical Education, and Sports section focuses on bodily, 
sensory and aesthetic approaches to teaching and learning. The section 
works with both practice-led and theory-driven research and artistic 
development, and inclusive and critical perspectives on teaching ped-
agogies” (C4, F2). In this quote, both students and teachers in music 
education are targeted to self-monitor and self-regulate their behavior 
and interest in bodily, sensory, and aesthetic approaches. Other possi-
ble approaches, such as subject-specific knowledge, technical skills, and 
familiarity with repertoire and performance, are left out. Further, this 
quote from ILU is followed by another phrase: “A goal is to promote 
ethically conscious relations, dialogues and collaborations across dis-
ciplines and boundaries, within the context of the teaching profession” 
(C4, F2). This can even be seen to suggest that other approaches might 
lead to unethical relations, dialogues, and collaboration. This is a power-
ful statement (operating disciplinary, pastoral, and biopolitical power), 
where the words “across disciplines and boundaries” clearly state the 
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interdisciplinary aim. Subject-specific knowledge development could, 
from this perspective, be judged as contrasting with and contradicting 
the aim of ethical consciousness. The language and terms here work as 
an apparatus that conducts the notions of music in more or less the same 
way as, for example, dance, drama, and visual arts, suggesting that music 
can be unproblematically merged with or even replaced by one of the 
other subjects within “arts education”. 

Another example can be found with DMMH, where music is not a 
separate subject in the general model for ECTE but is included as one 
of several subjects in the module Art, Culture and Creativity (ACC): 
“The knowledge area [ACC] emphasizes aesthetic experiences, reflection, 
communication and expression through various sensory media … the 
development of students’ aesthetic awareness, practical skills and creative 
abilities, as well as insight into the art possibilities and intrinsic value and 
their role as mediating tools in other areas of knowledge” (C2, F4). Arts 
education is positioned in a utilitarian manner as “tools” for learning 
diverse subjects and ways.

These representations of the subject of music display how terms, proce-
dures, and knowledge are at stake. The different representations of music 
function as a steering technique that operates through the whole institu-
tions’ thoughts of capacity, lives, and rewarding actions. Interdisciplinary 
and overdisciplinarily are seen as beneficial to counteract subject-specific 
introversion and narrow-mindedness and to elucidate and utilize music 
in broader educational contexts but at the same time can be a menace to 
concentrated absorption in music as its own specific art area with distinc-
tive challenges for subject-specific know-how and insights (Nielsen, 2010, 
p. 15). Without these skills and crafts, the concept of quality in music and 
other arts subjects’ faces being relativized in teacher education because 
a lack of skills might become regarded as a superior teacher competence 
to align the positions between the teacher and the students (Lindgren 
& Ericsson, 2011). A challenge arising from the analyses is how music 
teacher education programs might qualify to reflect these perspectives up 
against each other, discuss what is gained and what is lost, and consider 
this in relation to the diverse contexts that future teaching musicians/
music-oriented teachers might meet. 
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Academization: Scientific Research or  
Artistic Development?
Due to extensive merging in Norwegian higher education in the last 25 
years, many conservatories and music/teacher education programs have 
changed their institutional status from colleges or college universities 
to full universities. With this academization process comes increased 
expectations for research, publications, academic career routing, and lev-
el-standardized education programs (Angelo et al., 2019). All cases in the 
current study employ the academic routes for BA, MA, and PhD degrees, 
and students are supposed to either write a BA or MA thesis or perform 
and be graded on their BA examination concert. While processes of aca-
demization are seen to possibly strengthen the legitimization of music 
education and music teacher education and increase critical reflections 
among students and teachers, they threaten time and courses for develop-
ing handicraft knowledge and technical skills in music education (Borg, 
2007; Georgii-Hemming et al., 2013; Lindgren & Ericsson, 2011; Varkøy 
et al., 2020). 

In our study, this process of academization is displayed, among other 
things, through banners on the various websites promoting research 
(DMMH, Nord, ILU), or either just research or research combined with 
artistic development (IMU) (C1, F9; C2, F1; C3, F1; C4, F1). Under these 
banners, there are hyperlinks to a wide variation of research groups and 
projects. This will route internal as well as external readers toward a 
notion of R&D as something one is expected to do and is rewarded for. 
IMU states, “The Department of Music has approximately 80 researchers 
and performing artists, including tenured staff, emeriti and temporary 
or guest researchers”. None of the research groups and research projects 
under this banner include any phrasing regarding music teacher educa-
tion or music pedagogy/didactics. The subwebsite Artistic Research and 
Development is presented with the following introduction: “The depart-
ment’s professional staff contributes extensively to the artistic R&D 
through its involvement in diverse activities such as musicians perform-
ing at concerts, recordings and media contributions locally, nationally 
and internationally—both as soloists, in a chamber music context, and 
as leaders of various types of ensembles and orchestras. Several of the 
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department’s employees are also active composers” (C1, F10). This phras-
ing follows up on the professional targeting discussed before, which 
positions individuals and groups first and foremost as music artists, per-
formers, and creators. 

In Case 3, ILU’s subsite for research states, “Our skilled teacher educa-
tors conduct R&D work targeting schools, classrooms and workshops”, 
steering the efforts of R&D toward schools and the general teaching pro-
fession (C4, F6). Case 2 (DMMH) routes energies in R&D toward chil-
dren, childhood, and kindergarten: “DMMH aims to produce relevant 
research and provide new knowledge of early childhood education and 
care to the society in general, as well as to our students and collaborating 
institutions at home and abroad” (C4, F4). Under the banners for research 
on both the ILU and DMMH websites, music teacher educational research 
is represented with a hyperlink to the earlier mentioned research group 
MiU. At Nord University, one research group articulates music teacher 
education as a main aim, operating power that directs groups and indi-
viduals to act on music pedagogical themes in their research and artis-
tic development work. Some interesting additional information here is a 
concern at Nord University, ILU, and DMMH that artistic developmental 
work does not “count” for standard publication points in the same way 
that peer-reviewed publishing in academic journals does. At Nord, this 
has the consequence that employees who do not publish (enough) are 
“punished” with more time spent teaching; part of their research time 
is reduced, which is then “converted” into teaching time (C3, F9). In this 
way, power works in the community to steer individuals toward publish-
ing rather than toward music performance efforts. This is the case even 
though most of the educators here are recruited from and employed with 
a background in music performance (C3, F3). 

The representations of R&D work on these four institutions’ websites 
display a tension between (1) a scientific path and (2) artistic path. Inter-
est, enthusiasm, and effort in research activity is expected from both edu-
cators and students and can result in (1) scientific publications as journal 
articles, academic books, or BA, MA, or PhD theses or in (2) concerts or 
other performative presentations at senior and BA, MA, or PhD levels. 
The Norwegian system for financing research in higher education rewards 
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the scientific path, with funding from the state given to the researchers’ 
home institution for each published article, book, theses, and so forth. A 
similar system for artistic presentations has been requested for decades 
but is still lacking. Music education research calls for clearer articula-
tion and critical reflection but warns of transforming music into a pure 
“academic” subject and neglecting the development of specific knowl-
edge and skills that pertain to music as an art form (e.g., Bowman, 2007; 
Georgii-Hemming et al., 2013; Kaschub & Smith, 2014; Nielsen, 2010). 
Although scientific and artistic paths could benefit from informing and 
challenging each other, a main issue rising form the analyses above is 
that these discourses seem to disqualify and exclude one another. Con-
sidering the identified steering mechanisms regulating the individual 
and collective conduct toward R&D, it seems unlikely that these expertise 
communities can communicate from a common ground. For example, 
methodology, verbal reflection, and positioning within previous research 
seem less emphasized in artistic paths for development and research, and 
dimensions of art seem less emphasized in pure scientific paths in music 
educational R&D. Without communication and exchanging ways to work 
with R&D, these paths might continue scientific and artistic approaches 
as oppositions, leading to narrow-mindedness and exclusion, instead of 
embracing diversity and inclusion. 

Marketization: Toward a Corporate Branding  
of Music/Teacher Education
University promotions in the twenty-first century are found to have a 
growing tendency toward marketization, advertising, and student com-
petition (Fairclough, 1993; Lažetić, 2019; Mautner, 2012). In our analysis, 
a market-oriented rationality for education is displayed on the websites 
of all four institutions. All websites are designed in a “streamlined” way, 
with more or less the same information under generally the same ban-
ners. This relieves student applicants of having to search for information 
and eases the administrative work for these studies, but it also works to 
suppress the possible characteristic features of each institution. A market- 
oriented rationality is also displayed through the advertising style of the 
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presentations of all four institutions, with language adopted from the 
corporate world (e.g., excellence, strategy, input, output), not least in the 
personal and direct ways that students are addressed. For example, a stu-
dent testimonial on DMMH’s web page claims that DMMH’s education 
programs “will change your life and make you see things differently” 
(C2, F1). Here, power operates with reference to the individual freedoms 
and capacities and (seemingly) leaves it to the individuals and groups to 
choose the suggested paths, take up the offered subject positions, and 
then self-monitor and self-conduct toward the given opinions, identities, 
and desirable knowledge. Each individual is expected to “perform a regu-
lated form of freedom” (Rose, 1996) and to follow given paths. 

The corporate style of addressing students and student applicants as 
responsible and active customers is a considerable pattern on Nord Uni-
versity’s website: “As a music student in Levanger, you become part of a 
vibrant and active music community consisting of around 140 students. 
You will also have good access to the practice rooms and technical equip-
ment. In addition, there is a separate, student-run club scene on campus: 
Røstad Scene. This is a good arena for students who want to practice music 
or who want to learn more about the technical aspects, such as sound and 
light” (C3, F5). This posits students as responsible, operative, and self- 
sufficient customers, with their own capacities to direct their education. 
The educators at Nord are positioned as conventional partners, facilitators, 
and coaches, even as co-students—who are available resources for each 
student to utilize. The hierarchy between students and teachers is mini-
mized at Nord, for example, in a course description: “Emphasis is placed 
on student active learning through, for example, presentations, teaching, 
self-reflection, work in groups, role-play and multimodal learning forms. 
Participation and active collaboration between students is necessary” 
(C3, F6). Here, advanced liberal governing (Rose, 1996) can be identified, 
allowing the students to “learn from experience” and freely choose to par-
ticipate in the music environment offered to them. Such freedom is a pre-
supposition for power to be performed, according to Foucault (1991) and 
Rose (1996), in market-driven higher education governance structures. 

On IMU’s website, the same liberal form of governing is observed, 
but in another direction: “At the Department of Music, we educate the 
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future professional musicians and music educators in jazz, classical music 
and church music. The bachelor’s program in music performance gives 
you the opportunity to develop musical skills to a professional level, 
through targeted work on your main instrument, in the meetings with 
established musicians and through the development of a personal artistic 
expression and good communicative ability” (C1, F3). This quote exem-
plifies how students and student applicants at IMU are directly addressed 
through the pronouns “you” and “your”. The terms “a professional level”, 
“established musicians”, and “personal artistic expression” positions the 
students as novices in an expert community. The teachers at IMU are 
profiled through photos, videos, and text as recognized musicians, while 
the phrasing “NTNU has trained some country’s most famous perform-
ers in all genres” (C1, F3) distributes these positions as possible for novices 
to gain. In contrast to Nord’s website, the teachers at IMU are positioned 
as experts, with exclusive capabilities that novices can also achieve—if 
and when they follow a foot-worn path and integrate themselves well 
into the disciplinary systems of an expert, performing music community. 
Incorporated in this is the expertise needed to teach music well.

Although music in compulsory school in Norway (in 2020) is one of 10 
subjects in a common education with tasks to form wise and participating 
citizens of society, music is a massive sector in society with many infor-
mal educational routes free for the individual to choose. Educated music/
teachers meet a work market where many of these routes are merged and 
influence each other. The analysis above displays how the marketization 
of the higher education institutions positions the institutions as resources, 
free for the individual student to choose, as customers in a shopping mall. 
This marginalizes the institutions’ mandate and responsibility to enhance 
the students and the field of music education with aspects that cannot be 
ordered and delivered based on individual requests (e.g., responsibility 
toward democracy, inclusion and diversity). Previous research has iden-
tified how music education is made a personal matter both in compul-
sory school (Georgii-Hemming & Westwall, 2010), leaving the content 
and the aims for the subject up to the individual teacher and his/her day 
form, and in extra-curricular music and art school (Holmberg, 2010), 
leaving it up to the individual student to “order“ what music education 
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concerns. Through the present study, the higher educations in music and 
teaching might have abandoned any overarching ambitions beyond the 
student’s individual choices. This raises the question about the music/
teacher educational programs’ collective responsibility and reflections on 
any common content and target groups. Research concerning music edu-
cation and music teachers calls for manifold, inclusion and attendance to 
both differences and quality (e.g. Bowman, 2007; Georgii-Hemming & 
Westwall, 2010; Kaschub & Smith, 2014), emphasizing higher education 
as a transforming place to take care of all this (Johansen, 2006; Kaschub & 
Smith, 2014). From this, it seems crucial for the diversity of music/teacher 
educations to attend to the differences and articulate their mandates and 
visions beyond individual preferences and customized proposals. Faith 
in the individual is good, but higher education toward the hybrid work 
marked for music/teachers should perhaps have something common to 
add. The latter seems in that case essential to be articulated. 

Concluding Remarks
Through the analyses, we have identified informal steering techniques 
that regulate the individual’s and collective’s prospects, self-understand-
ings, values, and languaging of music/teacher’s work and competence. 
These techniques operate disciplinary, pastoral, and biopolitical power 
in close persuading individuals, groups, and institutional communities. 
Our intention with these analyses has not been to detect “the best” music/
teacher education program, nor to rate the four institutions in any way. 
Instead, our intention has been to examine the representations and con-
duct of music/teacher educations on these websites, mirror them in each 
other, and articulate possible correctives and discussions to evolve future 
music/teacher education programs. In this last section of the chapter we 
first sum up our discussions and identified discourses (i.–iv.), and then 
pose some disturbing prospects that ignoration of these informal steering 
mechanisms might bring for future music/teacher education programs.

(i.) We have identified two antagonistic discourses on professionality: the 
first perceived and articulated from the basis of music (Cases 1 and 4) and 
the latter with a basis in pedagogy and the teaching profession (Cases 2, 3, 
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and 4). These findings coincide with previous music educational research, 
pointing to how music teacher education is targeted either toward music 
or toward humans as individuals and groups (e.g., Bowman, 2007;  
Ericsson & Lindgren, 2011; Georgii-Hemming & Westwall, 2010; Sætre, 
2018, 2014). Our contribution is the identification of these antagonistic 
perspectives on public websites that pursue both the established commu-
nities and recruiting students. (ii.) Two opposite positions were identified 
regarding music as a subject. One involved music as its own, autonomous 
area of expertise and terms (Cases 1 and 4), and the other encircled music 
as one of several subjects within “the arts”, with aesthetical learning 
and sensory and bodily experience as a common area of knowledge and 
terms (Cases 2 and 3). Music as a subject has been found to either reflect 
objects or activities (music/musicking, e.g., Elliot, 1995; Small, 1988) and 
in teacher educations to reflect an overdisciplinary area of knowledge, 
including subjects such as drama, theater, dance, and arts and craft  
(Lindgren & Ericsson, 2011; Holgersen & Holst, 2020; Nielsen, 2010). 
Worries have been expressed both about adopting narrow-minded and 
restrictive views on music and about depriving music-specific knowledge 
and skills through positioning music as part of mere broad and overdisci-
plinary knowledge areas. (iii.) R&D is emphasized as main activities and 
interest on all four websites. An underlying tension in this discourse is 
that although scientific research is displayed as self-evident and unprob-
lematically provides funding, many employees are recruited from perfor-
mance and musical backgrounds and teach first and foremost in practical 
music disciplines. Artistic research and artistic developmental projects 
are registered on the websites, but scientific research has proved most 
gainful in higher education systems. (iv.) All the examined websites oper-
ate a liberal form of conduct and position students and educators as free 
individuals with the capability and responsibility to form their own lives 
and agencies. The educations are presented in advertising and competing 
ways, realizing music/teacher-roles and competence as personal choices 
and obligations. 

These analyses have led to the following question: Who – from what 
knowledge community, background, and agency – should lead the devel-
opment of music teacher education programs in the future? Should this, 
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for example, be people from “music”, “pedagogy”, “the arts”, “research” 
or perhaps from an advertising agency? The discussions above suggest 
that fundamentally different values, terms, knowledge, and mandates 
might be staged in future music/teacher education programs, depend-
ing on whose and what communities’ “naturalness” is mediated. We 
could, for example, see a future in which professors of “arts education” 
replace today’s professors of “music education” and in where subjects in 
“music” are replaced with subjects in “the arts”. We can also foresee a 
future in which teaching and pedagogical expertise is no longer part of 
higher music education programs. Higher music education can also be 
envisioned without any academic schooling, where writing and reflecting 
are replaced with performing and creating – or the opposite: in which 
academic research and top-level publishing becomes the most central 
activity in music education at all levels. Further, we can imagine how 
the increasing marketization of music teacher education allows anyone, 
without any specific music educational background, to perform as capa-
ble and responsible managers of future reforming and recreation, or to 
phrase it in advertising terms, “renewing” of music teacher education 
programs.

Here, it seems necessary to advance awareness within music/teacher 
educations about how informal regulations and mechanisms authorize 
specific power/knowledge connections, for example, how self-discipline, 
prospects, and efforts are routed toward individual practicing, social, or 
therapeutic endeavors, intervening with other subjects or writing articles, 
or how articulations and framings in advertisements for new positions, 
funding, and projects gear recruitment and knowledge development. 
This concerns what and whose knowledge, views on music, humans, 
societies, learning and teaching, and values and visions are governed in 
music/teacher education programs and whose and what that are left out. 
Such awareness is challenging, if not impossible, to gain from “inside” 
this various field because antagonistic mechanisms cultivate exclusion 
and hinder meta-questions. Also, discussing identified regulations is 
a challenging endeavor because the terms and names in this field are 
loaded and infiltered parts of the mechanisms. It is undoubtedly diffi-
cult to speak without words, and it might be so that the various fields 
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of music education lack words. A more nuanced terminology might be 
required to refine and deepen the reflections about music, learning, and 
teaching in accordance with the diverse approaches that all might be 
valid to meet different contexts, people, and music(s). Teaching musician/
music-oriented teachers is one such attempt (Bowman, 2007; Kaschub & 
Smith, 2014), and music/musicking is another (Small, 1989); in this chap-
ter, music/teacher educations are a third. This path of slash terms can 
illustrate an area of terms and approaches to be developed and a common 
meta-level where aspects of agency and steering mentality are identified, 
thematized, and critically discussed. To do this, the communities need to 
communicate, and exactly this seems to be a needed part of the agenda.
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